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Abstract 

This paper concerns estimation and inference in simultaneous limited dependent 
variable or simultaneous qualitative dependent variable models. We discuss the implica- 
tions of the coherency condition which is required to ensure a unique implicit reduced 
form in such nonlinear models. A number of model specifications are examined, including 
the Simultaneous Prohit, Simultaneous Tohit, and Simultaneous Generalised Selectivity 

models, and we consider the usefulness of a conditional maximum likelihood (CML) 
methodology. We obtain a simple consistent estimator which is a natural counterpart to 
the CML estimator for standard simultaneous models. An application to a structural 
model of household labour supply is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper considers a general class of simultaneous models in which the 

nonlinearity implicit in the censoring or discrete grouping process prevents an 
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explicit solution for the reduced form. This occurs in the structural shift models 
of Heckman (1978) the switching equations models described in Gourieroux, 
Laffont, and Monfort (1980) as well as many applications of joint decision 
making models on discrete data. The distinction between this class of simultan- 
eous microeconometric models and one in which there is an explicit reduced 
form depends on whether the structural economic model itself is simultaneous in 
the latent or ohserued dependent variables.’ This distinction corresponds closely 
to whether or not the censoring mechanism itself acts as a constraint on 
individual agents’ behaviour. 

In the standard class of simultaneous censored or discrete models, individual 
behaviour is completely described by the latent variable model. The censoring 
or grouping process simply acts as a constraint on the information available to 
the econometrician. For example, in a model describing household labour 
supply and consumption behaviour, hours of work may only be available to the 
econometrician in grouped form ~ part-time and full-time ~ even though 
individual agents themselves have complete flexibility in their hours’ choices. In 
this case, optimal consumption behaviour is a function of latent rather than 
observed labour supply behaviour. As a result the underlying reduced form can 
be derived explicitly in terms of the latent dependent variables. 

In contrast, for the class of models considered in this paper, the observability 
rule also constrains the agent’s choice set. For example, if the two discrete hours 
packages (part-time, full-time) are all that is available, then household labour 
supply decisions will reflect this and will depend on the actual discrete labour 
market outcomes rather than the underlying latent hours variables. Similar 
models arise where there are corner solutions or points of rationing. 

Where the model is simultaneous in the underlying latent dependent vari- 
ables, Blundell and Smith (1989) suggest a conditional maximum likelihood 
estimator (CMLE) for the structural parameters and considered the relative 
efficiency properties of this estimator vis-a-vis other consistent estimators. For 
the class of discrete or censored models of concern here, a further coherency 
condition is required, which imposes restrictions that guarantee the existence of 
a unique (implicit) reduced form for the ohservuhle endogenous variables. 
A discussion of coherency conditions in switching models is provided by 
Gourieroux, Laffont, and Monfort (1980). For models with discrete dependent 
variables, a comprehensive discussion is found in Heckman (1978) who refers to 
this condition as the Principle Assumption. 

’ For this class of models in which there is an explicit reduced form, it is relatively straightforward to 

construct consistent estimators for the structural parameters based on standard two-stage least 
squares and instrumental variables approaches. See Amemiya (1978, 1979), Nelson and Olsen (1978), 
Rivers and Vuong (1988), and Smith and Blundell (1986). 



The purpose of this paper is to investigate estimation and inference in this 
second class of censored or grouped simultaneous equation models. We label 

these Type IIS simultaneous models. The absence of an explicit (linear) reduced 
form has a nontrivial impact on the form of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
(MLE). Nevertheless, we derive a simple consistent estimator, which mirrors the 
CMLE for standard simultaneous models. In addition, this estimator reveals 
directly how both identification and consistent estimation of structural form 
parameters depend critically on the satisfaction of appropriate coherency 
restrictions. 

Section 2 describes the models to be considered. These include simultaneous 
Tobit and Probit models as well as simultaneous extensions of Generalised 
Selectivity and Double-Hurdle models. In each case, the appropriate coherency 
conditions and identification are discussed briefly. Our approach to consistent 
estimation of the structural parameters is described in detail in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we discuss asymptotic inference, and in Section 5 we present a simple 
method for discrimination between the two types of models. Section 6 points to 
the importance of this approach in an application to the estimation of a simulta- 
neous censored model for hours of work decisions. Section 7 concludes the 
paper. 

2. Coherency and identification 

The general formulation of our model contains simultaneous Tobit and 
Probit models as well as simultaneous extensions to the generalised selectivity 
and the double-hurdle models. The latent dependent variable of interest is 
denoted by YTi with observed value Y,i, i = 1, . . . , N. The observation rule 
linking l’li to yTi is given by 

Yli = Cli(Yti5YTi)> (1) 

where gi (. , .) is a known function independent of parameters and yzi is another 
latent variable described below which allows (1) to represent selectivity or 
double-hurdle observability rules on YTi. In simple cases such as those of Tobit 
or Probit, yzi does not enter (1) and Y’ii = gi(yT,), i = 1, , N. The general 
structural model for yTi is defined by 

YT, = rlYli + BlYti + x;iYl + uli, (2) 

where yii is included to complete the class of models that permit coherency and 
xii denotes a k,-vector of exogenous variables. In (2) yT( is a jointly endogenous 
variable, which is assumed to be continuously observed, that is, yzi = YTi. For 
example, in a labour supply context, yii might represent censored hours of work 
or discrete participation and y$ other household income, jointly determined 
with labour supply. 
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The dependent variable yti also depends on the observed value yii: 

YZi = cc2Yli + x!2iY2 + u2i, (3) 

where x2i is a k,-vector of exogenous variables; both xii and x2i are assumed to 
be distributed independently of the error terms Uli and Uli, i = 1, . , N. The 
introduction of yii rather than its latent value in (3) is the distinguishing 
characteristic of the type of the Type IIS simultaneous models we consider in 
this paper. The direct dependence of y& on yii implies that yii rather than 
YTi enters the individual decision rule for yqi. As a result the observability rule (1) 
acts as a constraint on individual behaviour as well as a condition for data 
generation. In the labour supply example, this is akin to including actual hours 
of work or participation among the determinants of other income. 

For completeness, we introduce the following additional latent process yzi to 
allow for more general forms of selectivity: 

Y3i = Xjn3 + Uji, (4) 

where the k-vector of exogenous variables xi comprises the nonoverlapping 
variables of xii and X*i and is also assumed to be generated independently of C’jiq 
i = 1, . . , N. The rule linking the observed value y3i to the latent variable yTi is 
denoted by y,i = y3(y$). This equation is assumed not to depend directly on yii, 
and consequently there is no need for a coherency condition in defining the 
unique reduced form equation (4). In the Generalised Selectivity model y3i will 
represent the endogenous selection mechanism, while in the Double-Hurdle 
model it will represent the first hurdle. 

This general class of model nests the specifications considered in Heckman 
(1978) and Gourieroux, Laffont, and Monfort (1980). Finally, we assume the 
disturbance terms uii, 112i, and uji are jointly normally distributed with mean 
zero and positive definite variance matrix C = [oij] and the observations _Vji, 
j = 1,2,3, and xi, i = 1, . , N, constitute a random sample. 

Before turning to a detailed analysis of consistent estimation and asymptotic 
inference in Sections 3 and 4, we review identification and coherency conditions 
for various common models as special cases of the system described above. To 
help this discussion, substitute (1) and (3) into (2) which gives 

YTi = (%I + ‘2/jl)Yl(YTi,Y:i) + x;ij’Zlj)l + X’li?l + ulit (5) 

where Vii = uli + pi n2i, i = 1, . , N. Defining the binary indicator function by 
1( .), we have: 

Example 2.1 (Tobit). The observability rule (1) becomes 

Yli s l(YTi ’ O)YTi. (01) 
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Consider (5) when yfi > 0: 

(1 - ci, - a2Pl)YTi = x’liYl + X2iYIPl + uli, (6) 

from which we see that the coherency condition (1 - c(i - azbl) > 0 is sufficient 
to guarantee a unique reduced form; see Maddala (1983) and Gourieroux, 
Laffont, and Monfort (1980). Rewrite (6) as 

Yfi = PTj2i + YT’xli + ‘Ti? (7) 

when y:i > 0, where jzi = yzi - cC,y:i and BT = pi/(1 - c(i - c(*/j’i), ~7 = 
yi/(l - c(i - r,/?i), uTi = uii/(l - c(i - pi). Although /IT and rT are identified, 
it is easily seen that, given czz, neither c(i nor /Ii are. A suitable identifying 

constraint is thus required; for example, c(i = 0 or c(i + clzpl = 0. The former 
has the advantage of removing the structural shift in (2) while retaining the 
simultaneity via the inclusion of jzi. 

Example 2.2 (Probit). The observability rule (1) is 

y,i = l(Yfi > 0). (02) 

Again examining (5) it can be seen that the coherency condition is strengthened 
in this discrete case requiring c(i + azbl = 0 for the existence of a unique 
reduced form; see Heckman (1978). Moreover, following the discussion of 
Example 2.1, this condition is sufficient to identify ai and /Ii, given c(~. It is also 
sufficient to ensure that the reduced form equation for yTi does not depend on 
the discrete outcome yli and, as a result, can be solved explicitly. 

Example 2.3 (Generalised Selectivity) (Heckman, 1979; Cogan, 1981). The 
observability rule (1) is 

Yli E l(Yfi > O)YTi, (03) 

where the dependent variable YTi is only observed up to sign, that is 
ysi = l(y:i > 0). When yfi > 0, (2) reduces to (6) as in the Tobit model. Thus, 
both coherency and identification conditions for the Tobit Example 2.1 hold 
here. 

Example 2.4 (Double-Hurdle) (Cragg, 1971; Blundell, Ham, and Meghir, 
1987). The observability rule (1) is 

Yli E l(YTi > O,YTi > O)YTit (04) 

with a similar rule to that of Example 2.3 for y$. Again, coherency and 
identification conditions are as in Example 2.1, because (6) holds when YTi > 0, 
YTi > 0. 
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3. A consistent two-step estimator 

Following the conditional maximum likelihood (CML) approach of Smith 
and Blundell (1986), we rewrite (2) conditionally on uzi as 

YTi = ulYli + PlY?i + x;iYl + Pl”2i + &li, (8) 

where pi = 02i/rsz2 and, due to the joint normality of uli and uzi, 
&ii ~uii-piu,iisindependentof~,~,i= l,..., N. However, in contrast to the 
standard simultaneous model in which we can condition directly on the reduced 
form residual for y,i, it is the constructed variable yzi E yzi - azyii not 
yri which is independent of Eli in this problem. Thus, we rewrite (8) as 

YTi = la1 + a2Bl)Yli + B1.f2i + x;iYl + PlU2i + Eli> (9) 

which forms the basis of the suggested estimation procedure for the structural 
parameters of (2). 

To implement (9) it is necessary to obtain suitable estimators of jjXi and uzi (or 
~1~ and vz). Consider instrumental variable (IV) estimation of the model for 
yzi(3). Given sufficient exclusion restrictions on xi to form x2i (k > k,), a2 and yz 
will be identified by the standard conditions. Although yii E sl(yti,y$) is 
a nonlinear function of the latent variables in (2), under standard conditions, 
it can be shown that 01~ and y2 are consistently estimated by IV using xi 
as instruments. Denote these estimators by d2 and y2 respectively and the 
corresponding estimated constructed variable and IV residual by $2i and tizi 
respectively. Thus, from (9) the relevant estimating equation becomes 

YTi = tc(l + cc2Pl)Yli + Blj2i + x;iYl + PI ti*i + E*lit 

where 

(10) 

Eli E &li + PI(P2i - j2i) + PIC”2i - ti2i)> i= l,...,N. 

Standard ML methods of estimation may now be applied to (lo), subject to 
coherency and identification conditions, [in conjunction with (4) if necessary] to 
provide consistent estimators of the structural parameters; a formal statement of 
the consistency result is given in Proposition 3.1 at the end of this section. 
Intuitively, this result follows since the influence of the second and third terms in 
the expression for 9,i are asymptotically negligible for the consistency property 
although these terms will affect the limiting distribution of the resultant es- 
timators; see Section 4. 

We now turn to implement the above estimation procedure for the various 
examples discussed in Section 2: 

Example 2.1 (Tobit). Consider (10) for YZ > 0. After re-arrangement, we 
obtain 

(l - tll ~ G12P1)YTi = 8132i + x;iYl + plc2i + E*li, 
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or 

YTi = fiT_ijzi + X;ivt + PTtizi + E*Ti, (11) 

where PT, YT are defined below (7) ~7 =pi/(l - c(i - alPi) and 
E*Ti = e,i/(l - ai - c~~pi). Standard Tobit ML on (11) provides consistent es- 
timators fi, ?T, and PT for /3T, -yT, and p:. 

Example 2.2 (Probit). Imposing the coherency condition c(i + CX~/J~ = 0 on 
(11) gives 

_VTi = PljZi + x\iYl + PlR2i + E*li3 (12) 

which may be estimated by standard Probit ML to yield the consistent es- 
timators fii, f1 and b1 of the structural parameters. 

Example 2.3 (Generalised Selectivity). When ygi > 0, (11) is reproduced. It is 
necessary in this case also to express Eq. (4) to yrri conditionally on Uzi, viz.: 

y%i = X:713 + p3Uzi + E3i, (13) 

where p3 = ~~~~~~~ and, by joint normality, cji = v3i - p3uzi is rendered inde- 
pendent of uIi and thus jjZi, i = 1, . , N. Proceeding as for the Tobit case of 
Example 2.1 above by replacing U2i by the IV residual Lizi gives 

* * 
y3i = X1713 + p3Uzi + E3i, (14) 

where t3i = &3i + p2(uzi - I?,~), i = 1, . , N. Hence, a ML estimation procedure 
for selectivity models applied to (11) and (14) is appropriate to obtain consistent 
estimators fi, 97, and fiT for BT, +J$, and p 7. Alternatively, the Heckman (1979) 
procedure applied to (11) would also yield consistent estimators for /IT, $, 
and pt. 

Example 2.4 (Double-Hurdle). The approach discussed in Example 2.3 above 
applies except that a ML estimation procedure appropriate for the Double- 
Hurdle model is used. 

From the above discussion, cf. (11) and (14), the generic system to be con- 
sidered is given by 

yri = PTJzi + X’iirT + PTUzi + ETi> (15) 

y;i = Xi7C3 + p3U2i + E3i, i= l,...,N, (16) 

subject to (1); note the dependence of ~2i and Uli on 4 = (a;, 7~;)‘. Define O* = 

(BT,yT’,pf,~c,,ps,C..)‘, where C,,( = var(Gi,&3i)) = &(C.. - a.do~J &, 
S, = diag[l/(l - CY.~ - cc2p1), 11, C, = (a 12,(~32)‘)’ and C,, E (aij, i, j = 1, 3). 

Let 40 and O,* denote the true values of C#I and O*, In ZN(O*,$) the log- 
likelihood for the system (15) and (16) conditional on Xi and Uzi, i = 1, . , N, 
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and define f& 3 (Iir,,PTN,~TN,~3N,~3NIC^ **N), the ML estimator for the para- 

meters of (11) and (14); that is, (15) and (16) after substitution of $N = (OiZN, &)‘, 
the IV estimator for 4 = (cc;,y;)‘. 

Proposition 3.i. Let JN and N-l In _YN(O*, 4) satisfy Assumption A.1 ofAppen- 

dix A. Then, O;l: is a weakly consistent estimator for 0:. 

Proof See Theorem A.2 of Appendix A. 

Given suitable identifiability constraints linking OT = (PT, ;$‘, ~7)’ and 
Ui = (pi,rr,~i)‘, a consistent estimator for 8i may be recovered; see Section 
4 for an explicit presentation. 

The approach described above contrasts directly to the CMLE approach 
taken by Smith and Blundell(l986) and Blundell and Smith (1989) for standard 
simultaneous censored or discrete models. In those models, which we label Type 
IS, an explicit reduced form for yzi is estimable at the first step and the 
Conditional Maximum Likelihood Estimator is obtained by simply condition- 
ing on the residual from the reduced form for yzi. Note that these Type IS 
models are not generally equivalent to setting CI~ = 0 in Eq. (3). Although both 
classes of models are formulated conditionally on a set of exogenous variables 
Xi, in the Type IIS models considered here, it is necessary to provide some 
exclusion restrictions on xi to identify the parameters CI~ and y2. That is, Type IS 
and IIS simultaneous models are nonnested. A simple method of discriminating 
between them is presented in Section 5.2 below. 

4. Asymptotic inference 

The limiting distribution of & may be obtained straightforwardly by applying 
the Amemiya (1978, 1979) approach exploited in Smith and Blundell (1986). 
Define: 

9 = - iirnm N _ ’ E [a” In _fZN/aO* W*‘] , 

explicit formulae for which are presented in Appendix B; E [ .] denotes expecta- 
tion taken conditional on xi and uzi, i = 1, . . . , N. Therefore: 

Theorem 4.1. Let $N = (&, y*;,)’ denote the IV estimator for 4; thus: 

N”‘(& - O$)L N(0, V(&)), 
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where 

V(&) = 9-l + KV(&)K’, 

V(JN) ( = avar[N”‘(lN - &)I) = g22 (MZexMii Mxz*)- ‘, 

MZex E lim N- ’ 1 Z.+.iXj, etc. 
T-S i=l 

and 

Z*i E (_Yli~x;i)‘3 i= l,...,N. 

Proof: See Appendix B. 

Note that the above limiting distribution result is all that is required to 
undertake inference for exclusion restrictions on Or = (B1 ,~‘~,p,)’ in Examples 
2.1-2.4, given the just identifying assumption LYE = 0 or, trivially, LX, + x2f11 = 0. 

In Examples 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4, having obtained &, it is still necessary to derive 

a suitable estimator for 0,. Given conditions that just identify O1 from 
07 = (/IT, ?T’, pT)’ such as discussed in those Examples, this matter is relatively 
straightforward. Consider the following set of constraints linking H*, H, and 4: 

q(o* 164) = 0, 

where the number of restrictions equals the number of elements comprising both 
O* and 0; furthermore, as above, assume that 0 is just identified from 0* for given 
4 through these constraints. Hence, the required estimator 6 for 0 is determined 
uniquely by 

q&,8,,&) = 0. 

AS both Q0 ( = @/iW) and QB* ( E aq/afl*‘) are nonsingular, we have, following 
Szroeter (1983): 

N’!2(iN - I&)‘; N(0, QVQ!), 

where Q = Q; ’ [Q**, Q,], Q, = aq/a@ and 

0 Idim 0 

V(&) )! - K’ zdim(c#) ’ 

where 4 and K are defined above. This latter expression for V ( = avar 
[N”‘(& - @), N’j2(JN - &,)I) is obtained from noting that 
N~1i2aln5?~/%I* and N1/2(&N - &,) are uncorrelated; see Appendix B. 
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For Examples 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4, the above analysis produces particularly 
convenient results. Firstly, under the assumption that xc1 = 0, 

P-IN = /@N/U + L&N), 

71, = ?TNI(f + &$fN), 

fi1N = #G/(1 + &&N), 

and, secondly, defining 0r = (fir ,r’, ,pr)’ as above, 

N1’2(&~ - &J~WO, Ql VQ;,, 

where QI = CU - azBl)Qe’s’,0~k1+2,k+4), BI~I,O~~,+~,~~J with 

‘1 - cl2pr 0’ 0’ 

Qe’e’ = - - r,y, Ik, 0 

i - cx,p, 0’ 0 

5. Generalisations and tests 

5.1. Additional censored regressors 

Additional dependent censored regressors may easily be absorbed into the 
preceding analysis with little change to the foregoing analysis. Consider (2) but 
respecify it to allow a dependence on the observed yai. Thus, 

J/T; = cllYli + filY3i + BlYTj + x;iYl + uli 

= tc(l + r2Pl)Yli + f61 + 62Dl)Y3i + Plj2i 

+ x’lil’l + Pl”2i + &li7 (17) 

where p2; = ye& - z2yIi - 62y3i and (3) is altered in a similar manner, viz.: 

YTi = @2_Yli + fiz_$ji + X;j>‘2 + UJ_j. (18) 

For example, if the observability rule determining y,i is that of an indicator 
function as in Examples 2.3 and 2.4, the additional coherency condition is 
6r + S2p1 = 0, which simplifies estimation of the conditional model, (14) and 
(17) after substitution of the IV estimators for the parameter 4 = (cI~, h2, y;) of 
(18). The above estimation and inference methodology may be applied with 
relatively little alteration. 
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5.2. Discriminating between Type IS and Type IIS simultaneous models 

Under the null hypothesis that the standard Type IS simultaneous model is 
correct, the reduced form for yzi may be expressed as y,i = x~rc2 + Uzi, 
i= l,..., N. Thus, one can test the Type IS against the Type IIS specification by 
estimating 

YZi = x17c2 + 91i61 + i’li, (19) 

by least squares and testing 6i = 0, where 91i is the estimated prediction for 
yii from the Type IIS specification (5).2 Alternatively, under the Type IIS null 
given in (3) the Type IIS specification may be tested against the Type IS model 
by estimating 

Y2i = Yli@2 + diY2 + j2id2 + 52i, (20) 

by instrumental variables using xi as instruments and testing d2 = 0, where jjzi is 
the estimated prediction of yzi under the Type IS explicit linear reduced form for 
y2i given above. See Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) and Godfrey (1983). 

6. An empirical application 

In the application, we consider the case of a joint decision making model for 
married women’s hours of work and other household income. This serves as 
a useful application since other household income is continuously observed 
where as female hours of work may sensibly be subject to any of the four 
observability rules (0 lH04) described in Section 2. For example, the standard 
classical ‘corner solution’ model of hours of work and participation is described 
by the Tobit observability rule (01) (see Killingsworth, 1993, Ch. 3). This is often 
extended to the Generalised Selectivity model (03) if either wages are not 
observed for nonparticipants (Heckman, 1979) or where fixed costs of work 
break the relation between hours of work and participation (Cogan, 1981). If 
hours of work are not observed, then a simple binary Probit (02) model may be 
adopted to describe participation. Finally, if some nonworkers would like to 
work but cannot obtain employment, we have the Double-Hurdle model (04) 
for labour supply as described in Blundell, Ham, and Meghir (1987) where the 
first hurdle relates to job availability. 

* For example, the Tobit specification (7) gives yTi = x’~~v: + xiiyzfir + UT,, where 

c:, = u:, + BT&> for yT, > 0. Thus E[y,,lxi] = @[(x;ir: + x;,pzfi:)/cu*)] (x;,JJ: + IQ~/I:) 
+ o*@[(x’,~~: + &;~~fl:)/w*], where o** = var[v:i], 4(.) and @,(.) denote the standard normal 

density and distribution functions respectively. 
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In each of these models the determinants of the other income variable will 
contain the labour supply decisions of other household members as well as any 
household savings decisions. If these decisions are jointly determined with 
female hours of work, then they will depend on the actual hours of work not the 
underlying latent desired hours variable. Thus, the model will most likely fit into 
the Type II Simultaneous (Type IIS) framework described earlier. 

Therefore, notationally, yli in (2) relates to the hours of work while yzi refers 
to the other income variable.3 The data, details of which are provided in the 
Data Appendix, are drawn from the UK Family Expenditure Survey for 1981. 
The hours of work variable refers to the normal weekly hours of work for 
a sample of (2539) married women of working age for whom the sample 
participation rate is 56%. The exogenous factors .~li that determine hours of 
work relate to the age of the woman (ar), the presence of a young child (D,), and 
her years of education (er). The exogenous variables in the other income 
equation in xzi include the age, demographic, and education variables. In 
addition housing tenure dummies (Ti), husband’s skill characteristics (MO,), and 
the local unemployment rate (Vlv) are added to identify the model. Brief 
summary statistics for all these variables are presented in the Data Appendix. 

Table 1 presents the instrumental variable estimates of the other income 
equation corresponding to (3) in Section 2. Notice that ‘x2 is negative and 
significant. Following the procedure outlined in Section 3, we estimate the 
structural parameters of the censored hours equation conditional on iz and ti2,, 
using the standard Tobit estimator applied to (10). These results are presented 
in Table 2, where we have recovered the underlying structural parameters fli, 
yl, and p1 from the fiT, 1~7, and ~7 estimates, using the identification condition 
c(r = 0. The coherency condition then simply reduces to z2f11 < 1 which, given 
our estimate for pi in Table 2, is seen to be satisfied. 

Although the argument for including actual hours yii rather than llesirelt 
hours yTi as an explanatory factor for other income yzi is convincing when 
yii and y2i are jointly determined, it is quite possible that the Type IS model may 
be more appropriate in which case there is an explicit reduced form for y,i. In 
particular, the model has a recursive structure and the conditional model simply 
involves the inclusion of the reduced form residual, C2i = y2i - xi7i2, in the 
structural equation for yli (Smith and Blundell, 1986). As described in Section 
5.2 above, the two classes of models are strictly nonnested and may be compared 
using the statistics from (19) and (20); these results are given after presenting 
a comparison of the estimation results for each model. 

To provide a reference point in the comparison, the first column in Table 
3 contains the standard Tobit estimates for the model of Table 2. A comparison 

3 This we define in the life-cycle consistent manner as developed in Blundell and Walker (1986). 
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Table I 
The other income model 

Parameter estimate Standard error Variable mean 

- 0.4659 

4.9003 

3.8115 

6.956 1 
- 7.291 1 
- 5.2239 

- 12.2199 

~ 10.8431 

~ 14.5201 

- 0.5017 

11.1339 

0.1803 15.161 

I.3108 0.401 

3.7197 0.391 

I.8189 0.467 

I .9492 0.285 

3.8164 0.046 

3.0812 0.080 

I .90X6 0.392 
2.42 I2 0.175 
0.2722 13.482 

7.2661 1.00 

Exact definitions of variables in the Data Appendix. All calculations were performed using GAUSS- 
386. 

Table 2 

Hours of work and the Type IIS specification 

Parameter estimate Standard error Variable mean 

~ 0.0929 
_ 2.0437 

0.5391 

0.6762 
- 0.0164 

24.0999 

0.2104 

25.1666 

0.0222 50.525 

0.3257 ~ 0.401 

0.2506 1.282 

0.1 182 2.928 
0.01 I4 14.825 

I .5226 0.295 

0.0509 0.00 
2. I53 I 1.00 

Exact definitions of vartables in the Data Appendu. All calculations were performed using GAUSS- 
386. 

with the estimates in Table 2 indicates the degree of bias involved in assuming 
.l?zi to be exogenous in the determination of yli. The second column in Table 
3 presents the estimation results from the conditional model assuming vTi enters 
the determination of 4’2i, ezi is then the reduced form error term where all -xi are 
used as instruments. Table 3 suggests that incorrectly assuming the standard 
simultaneous model could lead to large overadjustment for simultaneous equa- 
tions bias. However, that conclusion rests on the assumption that the Type IIS 
structure is the correct specification. To assess this, the t-value for 6, = 0 in (19) 
is 3.379, whereas that for cS~ = 0 in (20) has the value 1.712. This provides some 
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Table 3 
The Tobit and Type IS specifications 

Tobit Type IS 

0.121 I 
(0.0109) 

3.8571 

(0.4407) 

0.9234 

(0.4166) 

0.7082 

(0.1769) 

- 0.0089 

(0.0171) 

- 24.72 I8 

(I .2545) 

29.0583 

(1.1996) 

- 0.0477 

(0.0291) 

- 5.4313 

(0.6379) 

0.8332 

(0.4252) 

0.6545 

(0.1834) 

- 0.0258 
(0.0179) 

- 28.7210 

(2.2119) 

~ 0.1251 

(0.0491) 

25.2148 

( I .8434) 

Standard errors in parentheses. 

evidence in favour of the Type IIS model for these data. A comparison of the 
Type IIS and Type IS results suggests that the standard simultaneous Tobit 
model (Type IS) overadjusts for simultaneity bias. 

7. Conclusions 

A simple consistent estimator is proposed for a class of simultaneous micro- 
econometric models in which censoring or grouping of the dependent variables 
implies the lack of an explicit reduced form, thus requiring a coherency condi- 
tion. Our estimator corresponds to the conditional maximum likelihood es- 
timator proposed in Blundell and Smith (1989) for an alternative class of 
simultaneous models in which no coherency condition is needed and an explicit 
(linear) reduced form may be derived. We show that this estimation procedure 
can be applied across a wide variety of popular models and that it provides 
a useful basis for inference in such models. Finally, we apply this methodology to 
a model of the joint determination of hours of work and other household income 
for a sample of married couples in the UK. 
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Appendix A 

369 

Consider the following assumption adapted from Amemiya (1985, Theorem 
4.1.1, pp. 1066107): 

Assumption A.1. (i) J,$+&. (ii) (a) 2?N(O*,$)Pt2?(0*,#) uniformly in 

(O*, 4) E O* x @, assumed compact, us N + a, ; (b) 2?(0*, 4) attains a unique 

global maximum at (0;) &). (iii) S!N(8*, 4) is continuous in (O*, 4) and measurable. 

Remark. Alternative conditions to those given in Assumption A.l(ii), (iii) may 
be obtained by using the results of Andrews (1987) and Newey (1991). 

Define 4: as a value that satisfies 

2?N(ez, $N) = max 21N(B*, fjN). 
O*tQ* 

Theorem A.2. Let JN and _C?,+.(O*,$) satisfy Assumption A.1. Then: 

e^;-‘-0;. 

(A.11 

Proqfi Define JV as an open neighbourhood of 0:; thus Jlr’ n O* is compact 
and, hence, max Z?(Q*, &) exists. Let: 

(I* E JV’ n 0 

c = ?I(@,&) - maxg*E.YcnO* g(e*>&). 

Define eN = (0: I&,,, - doI < S}, w h ere, using A. 1 (iii), 6 > 0 is chosen such that 
IZ&(fI*,&,) - &,(O*,&)l < e/4, E > 0. Furthermore, define BN = {o: 
121N(tI*,b,) - &(@*,&,)I < ~/4}. Note dN implies BN; hence, PCS!?,,,] -+ 1 as 
N 4 cx) from A.l(i). Now, @N implies 

%v(&, $0) > =%(H^;lr, $2 - e/4, 

%?@,*>&f) > %(@,&J) - e/4, 

and from (A.l), 

%&,&v) B -%v(~$> &v). 

Define VN = {w: I_?&(0*, 4) - Z?(G*, 4)I < e/4} and, thus, PC@?,1 
N -+ co by Assumption A.l(ii) (a). Now, GZN implies 

2@;, 40) > =%(QG 40) - a/4, 

-%V(@, 40) < $(Qo*, 40) - a/4. 

(A.3 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

1 as 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 
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(A.2) and (A.4) yield 

(A.3) and (A.7) give 

(A.6) and (A.8) yield 

(A.7) 

(A.81 

(A.9) 

Therefore, adding (A.5) and (A.9) gives 

LqG;, 00) > Lqu;, 4,) - E. (A.lO) 

Appendix B 

Consider system (15) and (16) subject to (1) after substitution of JN. Thus, 
a first-order Taylor series expansion about (Ox, 4,) yields 

N1’2(i; - 0;) = 9-l N~1~2(aInz~/a0*) - KN’!‘(& - &) + oP(l); (B.1) 

cf. Amemiya (1978,1979) and Smith and Blundell (1986). 
Following Smith (1987, App. B, pp. 120-121) the score vector for system (15) . . 

and (16) subject to (1) assuming 
given by 

that y2, and u2i are observed, i = 1, . , N, is 

under the assumption that ci( 3 (ET~,E~~)) N Nf(O,C,,), i = 1, . . . , N, < = 

[C’,(E @ c)]‘, 

w-s ( z:,: 0 

0 

2 0 1 f(X,,’ 0 C&J ’ 
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z = (pz,x’,uz)’ and S = diag(S1,S3, D); S, and S3 select out the appropriate 
elements of z included in (15) and (16) respectively, whereas D obeys D’ v(C) 
= vet(G) with v( .) selecting out the distinct elements of a symmetric matrix 

(Magnus and Neudecker, 1980). The term [ is defined by the generalised 
error products discussed in Gourieroux et al. (1987) and Smith (1987); thus: 

E-E[cly], &O&-E[&O&Iy]-vec(C**), 

where E[. Iv] denotes conditional expectation given the observability rule 
linking y* = (y:, yg)’ to y = (y,, y3)’ and 2. By the familiar information matrix 
equality and the assumption of the independence of observations i = 1, . , N, 
we have that conditional on z: 

- N- l E[a2 In _YN/CW* ao*q = N- 1 ; Wi Var[(i] Wi. 

i=l 

The score vector of In 2, with respect to 4 = (az, y;)’ is 

alnzN/af$= - : - WZi&ir 

i=l 

where w2 =S,(C;: Ozz), zz =(yr,xi)‘, and 

s = (111 + Pl) 0’ p3 0’ 
2 

( 0 PIL 0 1 P& . 

Thus, again by independence and the information matrix equality: 

- N-‘E[a21nP’~/atI*J@] = -N-l c Wi COV [5i, Ei] W;i; 

i=l 

cf. Smith and Blundell (1986). 
Now, avar [N- ‘I2 a In lN/i38*, N112 (JN - &)I = 0 as 

Nli2(& - &,) = 0;; V(&)M, .M,; N- “’ 2 z*i u2i + oP(l), * 
i=l 

and, conditional on Xi and uzi, i = 1, . . . , N, E[a In _YN/aO*)] = 0; cf. Smith and 
Blundell (1986, App.). Therefore, from (B.l): 

I@;, = 9-l + KV(&)K’. 

Data appendix 

The data are a sample of 2539 married women from the 1981 Family 
Expenditure Survey for the UK. All women are of working age and are not 
self-employed. 
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Mean Standard deviation 

Female hours: 

Other income: 
(Age - 40)/10: 

(Age ~ 40)‘/100: 

(Education - 8): 

(Education - 8)‘: 

Youngest kid age [-, 51: 
Youngest kid age [S, lo]: 

Youngest kid age [11,-l: 

Number of kids [-, 51: 
Number of kids [S, lo]: 

Number of kids [11,-l: 

Owner occupier: 

Local authority: 

Husband: skilled: 

Husband: semiskilled: 

Husband: unskilled: 
Local unemployment: 

4’1 15.1611 15.7452 

Y2 50.5254 41.7982 

ar - 0.4008 1.0593 

a; 1.2823 1.1580 

eJ 2.9283 2.5005 

e: 14.8251 25.3807 

D, 0.2954 0.4563 

D, 0.2209 0.4149 

D, 0.1394 0.3463 

NI 0.39 1 I 0.6680 

N, 0.4667 0.7400 

N, 0.4124 0.7499 

7-I 0.2847 0.4514 

7-2 0.0456 0.2088 

MO, 0.0803 0.2718 

MOZ 0.39 19 0.4882 

MOz 0.1748 0.3798 

UN 13.4821 2.9086 

Y, = normal weekly hours of work for married women, JJ 2 = normal weekly earnings minus total 
consumption expenditures. 
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